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Abstract
Navigating a business these days is certainly not an easy task. The business 
environment is highly competitive and dynamic where changes advance 
rapidly and thus; there exist those who excel in this business environment and 
those who are closing the doors. In the pursuit of money and customers in 
theses rapidly changing business conditions, today market actors may become 
tempted to take shortcuts and act half-heartedly or notably unfair just to 
overtake competitors and gain easy and fast income. Therefore, maintaining 
the integrity in an organization may become the critical challenge for modern 
businesspeople to retain the trust and loyalty of the employees, business 
partners, and customers and this paper focuses on these issues relying on 
Polish data and research results. 
Keywords: integrity, organization, business, business environment, market, 
global economy, turbulent environment.
1. Introduction
The.turbulence.in.the.global.business.surroundings.evokes.among.the.firms’.




environment. should. stay. tuned. to. trends,. customers’. requirements,. and.
market’s.challenges.or.simply.to.be.able.to.encounter.great.competitiveness.
(Otola,. Grabowska,. Ostraszewska. &. Tylec,. 2016).. The. modern. business.
focuses.on.innovations.and.the.flexible.approach.to.the.customer.and.market..



















relationships. that. build. the. future. of. the. whole. organization.. Furthermore,.












the. enterprise. (Czerniachowicz,. 2016). and. should. be. put. forth. in. effective.
business. management.. The. human. resources. become. essential. in. terms. of.
organization’s.potential.competitiveness.. It. is.quite.obvious. that.apart. from.
the.capital.of.people.the.company.needs.to.gather.different.types.of.resources.
(financial. resources,. knowledge. or. supplies,. etc.).. However,. according. to.
Śliwiński.(2012),.the.human.capital.generates.the.vast.variety.of.values.which.
in.case.of.Poland.are:.skills.or.capabilities,.the.strength.of.character,.as.well.
as. the.motivation.and. the.experience..Furthermore,. the.author.declares. that.









The. management. of. the. enterprise. should,. though,. include. the. ability. to.




the.management.needs,. therefore,. to.focus.on. the.adequate.supervising.and.
control.of.the.employees.in.a.way,.they.will.stay.integrated,.and.their.place.
of.work.will. be. sociable..According. to.Senge. (1994),. the. shared. vision. of.




the. amalgamation. and. integrity. inside. the. company. which. should. become.
a. major. aspect. of. the. modern. management. of. the. enterprise.. As. Zwilling.




2. Culture inside the company




and. workers. follow. or. not.. All. these. core. values. and. ethics. compose. the.
integrity. of. the. business. (Harshbarger.&.Stringer,. 2003).. First. conclusions.
on.the.importance.of.the.right.culture.inside.the.enterprise.have.been.drawn.





The. way. the. company. is. organized,. structured. and. governed. has. become.







The. right. culture. in. the. organization. can. build. up. the. trust. between. the.





way.. If. it. is.wrong,. the. company. suffers. from. the. internal. trouble,. lack. of.







The.company.can.only.build. its.value.on. the.market. if. it. takes. its.workers.














feel. confident.with. their. relations.with. the. company,. the.more. it. translates.
into.the.firm’s.success..The.company.should.work.out.the.ability.to.be.fair.



















The. trust. in.business.makes. the. employees.open.with. each.other. and.open.
towards. the. owner. or. top. managers.. The. common. conditions. give. the.
opportunity. to. express. true. views. or. opinions,. and. if. the. environment. is.
communicative,.the.employees.can.be.given.a.certain.amount.of.independence.
which.should.result.in.increased.creativity..This.freedom.leads.to.cooperation.
among. the. employees,. their. interchange. of. ideas. and. mutual. operation. in.
order. to.create. something.valuable.and.effectual..Additionally,. the. friendly.
atmosphere.and.culture.inside.the.company.make.the.workers.proud.of.their.
work,. raise. their. aspirations. and. stimulate. the. career..The.workers.become.
more.closely.connected.to.the.company.(Czerniachowicz,.2003;.Baruk,.2003)..
The. integrated. and. united. staff.may. bring. a. great. chance. for. the. company.
to. adapt. to. the. ever-changing.marketplace. easily,. stay. competitive. or. even.
achieve.the.advantage.on.the.market.
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4. The meaning of the integrity in business among the Silesian companies 
- case study
The. study. conducted. in. 2016. included. 114. enterprises. of. the. Silesian.






















micro-enterprise small-enterprise middle-enterprise big-enterprise
Figure 2..The.types.of.research.companies.of.the.Silesian.Voivodeship.
according.to.the.number.of.employees.N=114
The. amount. of. 45%. of. surveyed. companies. (53. respondents). function.
exclusively.in.the.sector.of.services,.20%.of.the.companies.are.involved.in.












companies,. 5%. of. the. companies. join. production. together. with. trade. and.
analogically,.and.5%.of.companies.are.engaged.in.manufacturing.and.at.the.
same. time.offer.services..Additionally,.6%.of.entities.are. involved. in. trade.
joined.with.services..
According. to. the. gathered. information. in. a. population. of. 100. firms,.
most. of. the. entities. focus. on. collecting. the. resources. in. order. to. develop.
their.businesses.and.increase.income..For.the.companies,.the.most.important.
resources.are. the. financial.ones.which.were. indicated.as. the.most.essential.
especially.in.terms.of.expanding.business.on.the.foreign.market.(Figure.4)..
The.gathered. results. also. reveal. that. the.human. resources. appear. to.play. a.




the. companies. consider. the. organizational. resources. or. features. such. as. a.


















Supplies (buildings, machines, tools, itp.)
Financial resources (cash, credits, actions, etc.)
Human capital(qualifications, talents, experiences, managerial potentiality, etc.)
Intellectual resources (patents, know-how, licences, etc.)
































































































































































































































































































































































































































The.majority.of.companies. in. the.survey. (34%). indicated. the. financial.
resources. as. the.most. important. in. case.of. functioning.on. foreign.markets,.
whereas,. 18%. of. the. firms. admitted. that. personal. (human). resources. and.







that. the. integrity. based. on. the. inner. relations. in. the. company,. the. work.
atmosphere,.organizational.culture.that.helps.to.establish.trust.and.reliability.
in. the.company,. is.one.of. the.most. fundamental. factors. that. strengthen. the.
company. and. enables. its. more. effective. and. successful. functioning.. This.
information. can. be. confirmed. by. the. collected. results. of. a. survey. which.
indicates.that.companies.search.for.and.rely.on.the.human.capital,.employees’.
competence,. staff. knowledge. and. experience. which. also. build. the. general.
outlook.of.the.business.entity.on.the.market..These.aspects.create.the.idea.of.
integrity.






The. case. study. was. based. on. the. interview.with. the. questionnaire. among.





























cooperation. and.motivation,. but. also. the. trust.which. gives. the. owners. the.
certainty.that.they.can.rely.on.their.employees.if.the.market.requires.dynamic.




processes. but. also. supports. the. employees. if. trouble. occurs.. The. owners.
admitted.that.their.presence.strengthens.the.sense.of.cooperation.and.integrity.
among.the.workers..
Another. firm. in. Czestochowa. that. produces. toys. for. children,. mainly.
buildings. blocks,. vehicles. or. summer. plastic. toys,. clearly. stated. that. the.







of. a. group. breakfast. or. lunch. break. at. one. long. table..What. is. even.more.


















































For. many. companies. today,. the. coherence. and. unity. of. employees. and.









business. plays. the. significant. role. in. combating. the. frequently. unfamiliar.
conditions. of. the. turbulent. global. economy.. It. reflects. the. strength. of. the.
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